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Abstract
We have constructed an experimental system to replicate the phenomenon of heat
and 4He generation by D2 gas absorption in nano-sized Pd powders reported by
Arata, 1 and to investigate the underlying physics. We performed calorimetry
during D2 or H2 absorption with micronized powders of Si, Pd and Pd-black. With
Pd-black and D2, after the palladium deuteride formed, the cell produced 8.3 ±4.5
kJ (or 2.6 ±1.4 kJ/g), which is somewhat larger than the systematic error of 4.0 kJ
estimated from a D2 blank.

1. Introduction
Arata recently reported 1 that high purity D2 gas charging of Pd nano-powders in the form of
Pd/ZrO2 nano-composite induced significantly higher temperatures inside the reactor vessel than
on the outside wall, while blank runs using H2 gas showed almost no temperature difference. The
temperature difference lasted for more than 50 hours. To verify that the excess heat came from a
nuclear reaction, QMAS was employed to show the existence of 4He as nuclear ash in the vessel.
The phenomenon seemed to be highly reproducible as long as the same test equipment was used.
In the present work we constructed an experimental system to replicate the phenomenon of
heat and 4He generation and to investigate the underlying physics. We report preliminary results.

2. D2/H2 absorption system
The system is composed of two identical chambers (a twin system): one for a D2 gas
foreground run, and the other for H2 gas blank run. Each system has an inner reaction chamber
containing Pd powder and an outer chamber that is evacuated to provide thermal insulation.
Inside the reaction chamber is located a sample cup, around which a heater is wound for baking.
In addition to thermocouples located on the sample cup and the outer surface of the reaction
chamber for temperature measurement, a pair of thermocouples is provided for flow calorimetry
to estimate the heat production rate by measuring the temperature difference between the inlet
and the outlet of a cooling water pipe. The D2 gas is nominally 99.5% pure and the H2 is
99.998% pure. Flow rate control of D2/H2 gas purified with a liquid-nitrogen cold trap is made
with a Pd membrane filter which also serves as an additional purifier.
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Fiigure 1. Simplified view of the
t system

F
Figure 2. Funcctional view off the system

The reeaction cham
mber is therrmally isolatted by evaccuating the outer vacuuum chamberr. We
measured
d the heat reecovery rate with flow calorimetry
c
uunder a variiety of condiitions: with input
power off 1 W, 3 W, 6 W and 10
0 W; and reaaction cham
mber D2 gas ppressure of 0 MPa, 0.1 MPa,
0.3 MPa and 1.0 MPa. The coolaant flow rate was 6 ml/m
min in all casees.
We ob
bserved a teemperature variation
v
aftter changingg the input power. Figgure 3 show
ws the
temperatu
ure difference during th
he power chaange from 110 W to 6 W
W. The variaation is expressed
by a sum
m of two exp
ponential fun
nctions; one (0 ~ 700 s) with a time constant off 1, and the other
(700 s ~) with 2. The
T values of 1 and 2 obtained froom the fittinng are listedd in Table 1. The
former we
w consider to be deterrmined mainly by heatt transfer frrom the cupp to the reaaction
chamber due to conv
vection and conduction
c
through
t
D2/H
H2 gas, whille the latter is determineed by
conductio
on losses fro
om the reactiion chamberr to the outerr chamber.

Fig
gure 3. Calibrration of flow calorimetry
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Table 1. Thermal time
t
constant deduced from
m the decay cu
urves in Fig. 33.

MPa
0
0.1
0.3
1

1 [s]
1500
690
750
930

2 [s]
2700
3000
2600
2000

y rate is sum
mmarized in Table 2. It is 66%  7%
%; and it iss only margiinally
The heeat recovery
dependen
nt on pressurre and the in
nput power.
Table 2. Heat
H
recoveryy rate.
Prressure[MPa] Input
I
power [W
W] Output pow
wer [W] Heat reecovery rate
0
10.0
5.9
559.3%
0
6.1
4.1
668.2%
772.5%
0
3.0
2.2
667.5%
0
1.0
0.7
770.2%
3
10.0
7.0
669.7%
3
6.1
4.3
771.8%
3
3.0
2.2
551.9%
3
1.0
0.5
668.1%
1
10.0
6.8
770.7%
1
6.1
4.3
668.3%
1
3.0
2.0
553.4%
1
1.1
0.6

4. Perfo
ormance test
t of the Pd membrane filterr
The Pd
d membrane (0.2 mm-t, 99.95%)
9
sep
parates the evvacuated reaaction chambber (1.6 ) annd
the gas reeservoir filleed with D2 att 1 MPa. Thee permeationn rate of D2 gas into the reaction
chamber was derived
d as a functio
on of membrrane temperaature by meaasuring the rrate of pressuure
increase after stoppin
ng evacuatio
on. Results arre shown in Fig. 4. The D2 gas flow rate is show
wn to
ollable betweeen 0.1 and 25
2 sccm by varying
v
the ttemperaturee from the room temperaature
be contro
to 900 K for membraane 2.

Figure
F
4. Perm
meation chara
acteristics of th
he Pd membrrane filter.
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5. Blank run usin
ng a Si pow
wder
We exaamined the temperature
t
drift, or unccertainty, in tthe measurem
ment of tem
mperature usinng an
8-g, 150--mesh powdeer of Si with
h a purity of 99.999%. A
After evacuatting the reacttion chambeer,
the Si powder was baaked at 470 K to outgas the Si powdder. Next, higghly pure D2 gas was
introduceed into the reeaction cham
mber through
h the Pd mem
mbrane filterr. Figure 5 shhows the
variation
n of pressure in the system
m after intro
oducing the D2 gas, the innlet-outlet teemperature
differencce T of the coolant wateer, and the output powerr calculated ffrom ΔT.

Figure 5. Evolution of temperature,
t
heat and presssure in the veessel after expoosure of the 150 mesh Si poowder
to
t D2 gas.

The D2 pressure in
n the system rises immed
diately after D2 gas is inttroduced. Thhe rate of
pressure rise indicatees a gas flow
w rate of 0.27
7 sccm. The observed vaariations in thhe temperatuure;
i.e., a sho
ort-term osciillation (with
h a period off few minutees) of about 00.1 K and a long-term drrift
(over a feew hours) off about 0.2 K,
K should be considered iinherent in tthe measurem
ment system
m, and
taken into
o account also in the forreground run
ns with Pd poowders. Thee error in eneergy due to thhe
temperatu
ure drift amo
ounts to 4.0 kJ for the 10
000-minute rrun. This vaalue is considdered the errror
bound in output heat for the foreg
ground runs in Tables 3 through 6.

6. 0.1-
m-diam. Pd
P powders with a purity
p
of 999.5%
The sample cup waas filled with
h 5 g of Pd powder
p
with particle diam
meter size of 0.1 m andd a
purity off 99.5%. Thee reaction chaamber was evacuated,
e
annd the Pd poowder was baked at 430 K.
gh purity D2 or H2 gas waas introduced into the reeaction cham
mber throughh the Pd
Then hig
membran
ne filter. Thee results are shown in Fig
g. 6 and 7 foor two cases of D2 absorpption, and inn Fig.
8 for H2 absorption.
a
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Figure 6. Ab
bsorption run for the 0.1-μm
m-diam. Pd poowder. The D22 gas flux is 4.3 sccm.

Figure 7. Ab
bsorption run for the 0.1-μm
m-diam. Pd poowder. The D22 gas flux is 3.5 sccm.

Figure
F
8. Abso
orption run fo
or the 0.1-m-d
diam. Pd pow
wder. The H2 ggas flow rate iss 6.8 sccm.
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Figure 9. Absorption
n run for the 0.1-m-diam.
0
P
Pd powder; efffect of flow raate.

After the gas is intrroduced, preessure does not
n begin to rise for a whhile. During this 1st phasse the
Pd powder absorbs almost
a
all of the D2 or H2 gas as it floows in, and hheat is releassed from thee
formation
n of the deutteride or hyd
dride. Loadin
ng is estimatted to reach PdD0.43 or P
PdH0.45. After
about 30 minutes, thee powder seeems to stop absorbing
a
gaas; gas presssure begins tto rise; and thhe
heat releaase from deu
uteride or hy
ydride formaation subsidees.
The peerformance with
w H2 and
d D2 gas wass compared. The output energy in thhe 1st phasee with
H2 (Fig. 8) is almostt the same as
a that of D2, and is connsistent with the nominaal value of 100 to
405 J/g for
f the heat of
o hydride fo
ormation. Th
he output eneergy in the 2nd phase apppears to be llarger
for H2 th
han D2. How
wever, the difference is smaller thann the error m
mentioned aabove, and iis not
meaningfful in this caase.

7. 300-m
mesh, 99.9
9% pure Pd
P black
The peerformance of
o Pd black absorption of D2 (flow
w rate 4.5 scccm) was coompared witth H2
(flow ratte 5.6 sccm)). Results arre shown in
n Fig. 10 andd summarizzed in Tablee 5. Much hhigher
loading to
t PdD0.85 orr PdH0.78 is realized comp
pared to thatt in the case of 0.1-μm-ddiam. Pd pow
wder.
The outp
put energy in
n the 1st phaase is almost the same ffor D2 and H2. It seemss to be someewhat
larger thaan the nomin
nal values off 80 - 330 J/g
g (D2) and 1100 - 405 J/gg (H2). On thhe other handd, the
output en
nergy of 8.3  4.5 kJ an
nd 2.6  1.4 kJ/g in the 2 nd phase off D2 absorptiion appears to be
larger thaan that in th
he case of H2. The differrence is apprreciably greater than thee error due tto the
temperatu
ure drift of 5.5
5 kJ mentio
oned above for the Si bl ank run.
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Figu
ure 10. Absorp
ption runs for 300-mesh Pd black; effect oof gas species..
Table 3. Inttegrated outpu
ut power for the
t 0.1-m-diaam. Pd powdeer; effect of floow rate.

3.5 sccm

4.3 sccm

1st ph
hase (1.00.7
7)10 J/g (1.00.5)102 J/g
2nd phase
p
3)102 J/g (7.98.8)102 J/g
(5.28.3
2

Table 4. In
ntegrated outp
put power for the 0.1-m-diiam. Pd powdeer; effect gas sspecies

D2

H2

1st ph
hase (1.00.5
5)102 J/g (1.20.3)102 J/g
2nd phase
p
8)102 J/g (1.10.8)103 J/g
(7.98.8
Table 5.. Results of ab
bsorption runss for 300-mesh
h Pd black; eff
ffect of gas speecies

Table 6.. Summary off the results off absorption ru
uns.
Sampple

Pd

weight
Gaas
[g]
5

D2

0.1--Pd

5

D2

0.1--Pd

5

H2

Measured
Nominal M
1st phase
2nd phase
p
p
f
rate
flow rate flow
[JJ]
[JJ]
[sccm]
[sccm]
10
3.5
(5.13.5)102 (2.54.1)103
25
4.3
(4.82.4)102 (4.04.44)103
25
6.8
(5.81.7)102 (5.63.9)103
3

3

Pd blaack

3.2

D2

25

4.5

(1.70.3)10

Pd blaack

3.6

H2

25

5.6

(1.60.3)103 (-2.24..6)103

(8.34.5)10

1st phase
p
[J//g]

2nd phase
p
[J/g]

D/Pdd
or H/P
Pd

(1.00.7)102

(5.28.3)102

0.46

(1.00.5)10

2

(7.98.8)102

0.43

(1.20.3)10

2

3

0.45

(5.41.0)10

2

3

0.85

(-6.2113)102

0.78

(4.50.8)102

(1.10.8)10

(2.61.4)10

8. Conccluding remarks
A Pd-H
H2 / D2 gas absorption
a
sy
ystem using commercial Pd powderss has been coonstructed, w
with
flow calo
orimetry and
d nuclear diagnosis. Calib
bration of thhe system annd preliminarry experimenntal
results haave been desscribed. The results of th
he present woork are summ
marized in T
Table 6.
7

When D2 gas was used with Pd-black, apparent excess heat production was observed.
However, temperature oscillations and drift were relatively large, so the accuracy of the system
must be improved to confirm the result. For example, the time constant of the calorimeter has to
be decreased by decreasing the heat capacity of the reaction chamber. Increasing the mass of the
test sample should also help obtain clearer heat evolution. Nano-sized powders of Pd as well as a
variety of alloy powders also deserve examination.
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